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Abstracta x 
Wall of Art
The new Abstracta x Wall of Art concept 
combines acoustics with contemporary art.
Working in conjunction with digital art 
platform Wall of Art, we are able to offer a 
collection of works from emerging artistic 
talents, printed on canvas and fitted in 
elegant oak or dark stained wooden frames.

Specifications
Image printed on cotton canvas using a high 
quality sublimation technique and fitted in an 
elegant oak frame. The picture is backed by an 
effective sound absorber made from recycled 
textile. Choose between three different sizes 
and 13 different images produced by up-and-
coming contemporary artists

Absorption

Measurements:
The dimensions of the pictures itself without 
frame are:  
500x700x30 mm
700x1000x30 mm
1000x1400x30 mm

Certificates, Images & CAD files: 
abstracta.se/product/abstracta-wall-of-art-
acoustic-art-panels/

Oak frame Dark wood frame



Technical Specification

Abstracta x Wall of Art

Image printed on cotton canvas using a high quality sublimation technique and fitted in an elegant oak frame.

Pictures without frame: 500x700x30 / 700x1000x30 / 1000x1400x30 mm
Total dimensions including the frame: 525x725x30 / 725x1025x30 / 1025x1425x30 mm

4.2 kg / 6.7 kg / 10.6 kg

Oak frame or dark wood frame.

The picture is backed by an effective sound absorber made from recycled textile.

The sound absorber is made from textile waste and polyester reclaimed from recycled PET bottles to ensure 
minimal environmental impact

The panels are mounted on hidden wall fittings (included).

Finish

Dimensions

Weight

Installation

Frame

Material

Circularity

525 mm

725 mm

725 mm

1025 mm

1025 mm

1425 mm



Lucrecia Rey Caro 
The works of Argentinean artist and graphic designer Lucrecia Rey Caro have a spontaneous and playful character. With great 
dexterity, she creates both abstract, organic forms and motifs inspired by everyday life. 

41 - Woman sleeping 42 - Format figure

Lisa Wirenfelt
Lisa Wirenfelt’s works are among the collection’s most colourful. Their subtle humour and healthy dose of life-affirming optimism 
brighten up any space.

31 - Fleur fleur 33 - Limoncello32 - Flower bath

Annika Hultgren  
Annika Hultengren’s works evoke the sky and the sea in different weather conditions, as well as the abstract expressionism of artists 
like Barnett Newman. 

21 - Capri 22 - Colour Bomb 04 23 - Colour Bomb 01 24 - Copenhagen

Evelina Kroon 
Evelina Kroon offers a contemporary perspective on traditional craftsmanship. She uses everyday materials like adhesive tape and MDF to 
create exciting graphic patterns. She has also undertaken highly acclaimed collaborations with ARKET and Svenskt Tenn, among others.

11 - December 12 - Maj 14 - Februari13 - November

Motifs


